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10.  Children between 13 and 19 years of age are neither too young nor too mature.  Today 

these children feel that the pressures of the competitive world they live in have made 

their lives less exciting. 

11. India is standing at the threshold of joining  the developed nations but that is not  

      possible till we achieve complete literacy in the country. The contribution of  students    

      may be very  significant in achieving our goals. Write in 150-200 words on ‘The Role of  

      the Students in Removing Illiteracy.’ Write an article in 150-200 words expressing your  

      views. You are Manish / Manisha. 

 

SECTION : C: LITERATURE READER 

Flamingo 

POEM 1: My Mother at Sixty Six : Kamala Das 

Gist of the poem: 

 The poet is driving from her parents home to Cochin by car, her mother by her side—

sleeping –open mouthed very pale, colorless and frail-like a dead body indicating that her 

end was near. 

 The poet looks at her and feels intense pain and agony to realize that soon death will cast 

her mother from her.  

 

 Tries to divert her mind, looks outside at the young trees  and happy children bursting 

out of their homes in a playful mood (a contrasting image) 

 After the security check at the airport looked again at her mother’s face—pale and cold. 

 “Familiar ache-My childhood fear” –the poet has always had a very intimate and close 

relationship with her mother and she has always felt the fear of being separated from 

her mother hence it is familiar. 

 The poet reassures her mother that they will meet again 
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Answer the following  briefly 

1.What  do the parting words of the  poet to her mother signify? 

 The poet‟s parting words are expressive  of the dilemma and confusion  that the poet carries in 
her mind while her elongated smile is hollow, superficial  and expresses  her helplessness, fear 
and guilty feeling. At the same time, both the parting words and the smile are a supportive hope 
and comfort to the old woman to survive longer  to meet again. 

2.What are the kind of pain and fear  that the poet feels? 

The poet feels the   pain of separation from her mother, helplessly unable to take good care of  
her even at her old age. The fear is the familiar haunting one  she moves through since her 
childhood that  she is going to lose her mother  being subjected to her declining health and age. 

3.Why are the young trees described „sprinting‟ and the „merry children spilling‟? 

They are  the symbols of  life, energy vitality , movement and joyousness. It is to contrastingly 
intensify  the, sad , inactive, spiritless, dying, pathetic condition of the poet‟s mother and thereby 

effectively  express the aggravating dilemma , fear and ache of the poet. Both the images are 
pertinent for the understanding f the process of ageing and decay. 

4. Why has the mother been compared to „late winter‟s moon‟? 

It is to convey the idea of the mother‟s ageing and decay ,taking analogy from  seasonal changes. 

The late winter‟s  moon appears pale  and its brightness dimmed in fog and mist.  Likewise ,  the 

old mother in declining health appears pale, grey, inactive, energy less ageing and decaying to 
death. 

5.What does the poet notice about her mother while travelling in the car? 

The poet notices that her aged, ill, decaying mother  is dozing  off leaning  against her body 
comforted by her presence. There is an expression of pain on her pale face due to her worries and 
anxieties. The pathetic plight of her mother triggers off the poet‟s  fear about losing her mother 

soon. 

6.What thought does   Kamala Das put away while travelling with her mother in a car? Why do 
you think she puts them away? 

The pale , decaying plight of the mother drives the biting ache, pain and guilty feeling in the poet 
that the poet  could  not care her mother and she  would die soon. She forcibly pushes the 
thought away as she is helpless   to overcome the reality  which is sickening and dreadful. 
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Now try these questions: 

1. What does Kamala Das see looking out of the car window? 
2. How does the poet describe the old age of her mother? 
3. What do the „sprinting tree ‟ and „merry children spilling‟ stand for? How are these 

images significant in the poem? 
4. What childhood fear is the  poet talking about? Why is it  called a childhood fear? 
5. How does the childhood fear affect  the  poet throughout her life? 
6. How does Kamala Das bid farewell to her mother? What does that show about  her 

mental state? 
7. What thoughts, do you think disturbed  Kamala  Das  at the airport? 
8. Why  could not the poet express her sincere thoughts  to her mother at the airport? 
9. What is the theme of the poem? 
10. The fear and anxiety  of the poet  is universal than personal. Do you think so? Why? 
11. This poem is unpunctuated and in one loosely held sentence. What does implications 

does it suggest about the meaning of the poem? 
12. What does the title ‟My Mother at Sixty Six‟ signify? 

 

Read the stanza and answer the following briefly 

1.“I looked again at her, wan pale  
as a late winter’s moon and felt that old  
familiar ache, my childhood’s fear,  
but all I said was, see you soon, Amma  
and all I did was smile and smile and smile……” 
 
 
a) Who looked pale and wan and why? (1)  
b) What was the speaker‟s familiar ache? (1)  
c) Explain “as a late winter‟s moon”. (1)  
d) Name the poem and the poet. (1) 

 

2… but after  the airport’s  
  security  check, standing a few yards 
  away, I looked again at her, wan pale 
  as a late winter’s moon…” 
 
 
 
 
 

Practice
: 
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a. Comment on the significance of  „again‟. (1) 
b. Who is „her‟ and how does „her‟ appear now? (1) 
c). Identify the figure of speech in the above stanza and explain. (2) 
 
3. …. And felt that old 
    familiar ache, my childhood fear, 
    but all I said was, see you soon, Amma, 
    and all I did was smile  and smile and smile…” 
 
 a). Why is the word „smile ‟repeated in the above lines? (1) 
 b). How is the „ache ‟ become familiar to her?                 (1) 
 c). Explain the dilemma the speaker is facing here.          (2) 
 
 

POEM 2 An Elementary School Classroom in a Slum. 

 
GIST OF THE POEM 
 

 In this poem the poet focuses on the theme of social injustice and inequalities.  

 He presents the pathetic and miserable picture of the elementary classroom in a slum. 

 These children have pale and lifeless faces.  

 They are like rootless weeds which are uncared and unwanted with their disorderly hair  
      torn around their faces. 

 They are depressed and oppressed with the burdens of life and keep their heads down.  
      They have stunted growth.  

 They inherit the diseases of their father. 

 Some of them do have dreams. A sweet young boy is sitting at the back of the dim  
      classroom. He is dreaming of a squirrel‟s game in the trees and probably other   
      interesting  things. 

 The walls are dirty and creamy and on them are hung the donations given by   the rich  
      and   also Shakespeare‟s portrait.  

 A civilized dome found in the cities and Tyrolese valleys with beautiful flowers are also  
      put  up.  

 The map on the wall shows the children, the beautiful world outside; but for these  
      children of the slum it is meaningless.  

 The children studying in these schools do not have the means to go and explore the  
       world. For them what they see through their classroom windows, the narrow street  
       and  the lead sky is the world.  

  Shakespeare is wicked for them as he has written only about the rich, beautiful world  
       tempting them to steal.  
 
 


